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GUEST EDITORIAL
by William Durr
The Michigan Reading Association profiting from attending. The format
was one of the first state councils of the Conference is limited by the
in the IRA family. Over the years it physical facilities, the personnel availhas grown in both size and influence able, and the creativity of the planners.
until, today, it stands as one of the There may be little that can be done
outstanding state professional organi- to alter the first two, but the third
knows no limitations. We should conzations.
These facts are not pointed out to tinue to strive, as we have in the past
promote a feeling of complacency. and as we are doing this year, for ways
We are a great organization, but pat- to improve our yearly Conference in
ting our own collective backs because light of its purposes.
At the state legislative level, it is
of this stature does not help us fulfill
the responsibilities that our importance becoming increasingly apparent to each
imposes on us. These responsibilities of us that we must work more closely
can be fulfilled only if we select our with the people who make the rules
goals judiciously, chart our paths to- for the game if the game is going to
ward those goals carefully, and mar- be played for the greatest benefit of
shall our resources to strive for our students. Our pupils will not be
achievement.
helped if we simply bemoan a lack of
This is an attempt to suggest, for legislative insight or allow decisions
your consideration, some of the pri- to be made about reading at a state
orities which seem appropriate for level by those who know little about
the Michigan Reading Association. reading. Well-intentioned legislators
There is no implication that they are with a sincere interest in improving
all new. Certainly the MRA has been reading in our schools should have
channeling its energies in directions input from us. They have many people
which we should continue to follow. pounding on their doors to be heard
But these on-going efforts should be so that we may have to pound long
assessed in relation to the many possi- and hard. But our children deserve it.
bilities open to us. With the underOur children also deserve exposure
standing that there is no ranking of to instructional strategies which offer
priorities, let's examine some of them. the greatest probabilities for success.
The annual MRA Conference has Making our children guinea pigs for
proven its value. The sharing of new unproven magic cures for reading deideas together with the critical analy- ficiencies is ineffective in the long run
sis of existing procedures which takes and those who hop from one simplace at these conferences have led to plistic solution to another can be
an increasing attendance over the doing serious damage to some of our
years. With the many responsibilities students. The Michigan Reading Assoand the varied opportunities teachers ciation has a responsibility to lead in
have, they would not come in in- working with or, if necessary, around
creasing numbers unless they were those whose efforts are not truly
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aimed at the improvement of reading is generally not limited to reading
alone, reading and reading correlated
in our state.
The Michigan Reading Association activities do seem to occupy a large
should also determine what stand is portion of their time. What training
most beneficial for our students in should they receive? What qualificalight of other professional groups who tions should they have? How can they
are showing interest in reading. In be used most effectively for the benesome states optometrists and learning fit of our children? Although much
disability specialists have strongly im- has been written in these areas, the
plied that they, and they alone, have MRA could take a leading role in makanswers for reading deficiencies. 1h ing guidelines operationalinourschools.
As we work toward long range
Massachusetts, for example, learning
disability specialists have sometimes policy goals, we should also continue
denied that reading specialists have to search for ways that we can be
anything to offer children and in New most instrumental in providing day to
York some highly competent reading day help for the classroom teacher.
specialists have been fired because they The Oklahoma Reading Association,
were not qualified to call themselves· for example, recently gathered teachlearning disability specialists. How can ing ideas from classroom teachers
we work effectively with such groups around the state. Each idea began
for the benefit of our students? The with a statement of a behavioral obMRA should make the answer to this jective and then contained a descripquestion one of its top priorities. tion of a sound strategy for reaching
Many states, including Michigan, are that objective. The Oklahoma state
working toward standards for reading department published it and made it
specialists. Certification has become available to all teachers. Teachers rea reality in some places, with Texas ceived a compilation of proven teachbeing the latest to join the growing ing strategies from which they could
ranks. Although Michigan does not select and the Oklahoma Reading Assoyet have such certification, the rules ciation established a working relationfor state aid to reading resource teach- ship with the state department which
ers closely approximate it. The Michi- will serve as a basis for future cogan Reading Association could take a operative efforts.
lead in formulating standards which
These, then, are some of the prigo beyond numbers of college credits, orities which we should explore. Ceryears of exposure to children, or hours tainly no one person could attain all
of exposure to training methods with of the implied or stated goals, but a
no evidence of true competency. It is wide involvement of our membership
not enough, however, to simply draw at all educational levels would make
up such standards. We must work with them attainable. They may necessithe legislature, the department of edu- tate a study of possible changes in
cation, and universities to insure that our organizational structure. They may
realistic standards are implemented.
require a more active involvement of
The preparation of guidelines for local councils. But, they are important.
It is vital, too, that each of us
paraprofessionals could also logically
receive our attention. Although the realizes his own individual role in our
work of such supplementary personnel collective success. MRA is not a "we4

they" organization. No individual memher concerned with the growth of our
students and the importance of MRA
in improving that growth can afford

to wonder when "they" will do something. You have a responsibility as
does every other member.

(William Durr is Past President of the International Reading Association and
the Michigan Reading Association. He is presently Professor of Education
at Michigan State University.)

The Role of Reading Rate:
An ERIC/RCS Report
Eight hundred words per minute?
Twenty thousand words per minute?
Three hundred forty words per minute?
How fast should Johnny read? Moreover, what is the role of reading rate
in the developmental reading program?
Many teachers are interested in learning more about the development of
reading rate, flexibility in reading rate,
factors which contribute to improvement in reading rate, and the optimal
stage in reading development for introducing training in reading rate. Materials on these and related subjects
may be found through the ERIC system.
Oneta Furr, in a paper presented
at a conference of the International
Reading Association, discusses the role
that reading rate plays in a flexible
reading program ["Improving Flexibility in Reading for the Advanced
Student," ED 043 458, 17p.]. She
states that reading maturity, flexibility and efficiency are dependent
upon the reader's purposes and his
repertory of reading skills. The flexible reader, as a result of his attention
to purpose, difficulty of material, com-

by William H. Rupley,
Research Assistant

plexity of theme, and background
knowledge must make adjustments in
his reading approaches. Variability in
rate results from this reading-thinking
process. Therefore, teachers should
present their students with varied reading materials, provide exercises in reading for a variety of purposes and
frequently assess progress in developing reading flexibility.
A similar paper by Phil Nacke also
emphasizes the importance of reading
rate in a flexible reading program
["Issues Relating to the Assessment
of Flexible Efficient Reading," ED
049 889, 16p.]. ' Nacke, however, is
more specific in discussing the reading behavior of skimming and difficulties related to measuring flexible
reading efficiency. He believes that
an integral dimension in the concept
of flexible, efficient reading is the
process of skimming, which is defined
as the reading behavior in which information is processed without looking at all or most of the words in a
reading passage. Nacke states that
measurement of flexible reading effi-
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